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A As I pointed out before, the tent in which I slept,

and which I shared incidentally with about two other scholars.

Mamerol, now the president of Sloan Kettering Institute for

Cancer Research, was on the beach way up north, away from

operations. This was where the disease was. And of course,

towards the latter part of August again, we heard that a bomb

was dropped on Hiroshima, the atom bomb, and Nagasaki.

retaliate with gas, warfare gas, a part of command they might

bring up now (?)

There wasn't a single gas mask. I think I was the only one

who had one. I had brought it with me. I think it was

issued to me very early. So, there was considerable concern

about what the Japanese might do in return. One night,

just before turning in I was up and down. After the sun

goes down, you go in your tent and you go to sleep. The

sky was suddenly ablaze with fire and tracer bullets. And

since we had no word of what was going on, we had no radio

there of our own. We had no way of knowing what was going

on. We imagined this little group on the arm of the beach

on the island of Okinawa, that the Japanese finally came

across with an air attack on the island--all these tracer

bullets, and fire so the sky was lit up. We thought it was
1!-',r v IV

the attack on the island. Much a;Etenva~*, dowl'fsouth,
where our major concentration was, and then suddenly, everything
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We went to sleep. About an hour or so later, we were

awakened by bullets, machine gun bullets going through our

tent. Well, we had all sorts of thought. May be that was

a preliminary invasion or what. Because after all,

who the hell would shoot bullets through our tent except the
o-enemy? And, since I hadn't been in battle zone before, and

I always had the carbine. I grabbed my carbine you know, I

was going to be the soldier, I'll fight them. When Lou

Thomas who had apparently been in operations before, he said,

"Don't be a God-damned fool Albert, now you get down under

your cot and hug the ground and stay there until the firing

stops. Until the bullets stop coming through the tent."

which I did, fortunately. And rid have been killed. Because

what it turned out to be was, all this tracer bullets fired

that we saw was the celebration--the war had come to an end.

Japan had capitulated, and the bullets that were going through

our tent were from soldiers, green soldiers who had never fired

any live ammunition. They came along with a convoy and they

informed, apparently, people there the war is over. And they

were just firing every which way. Incidentally, six Americans

were killed, sold±ers were killed on the island that night in

celebration until the general in command finally got on the

radio and he yelled, "God damn it you guys cut it out." But,

again, almost, almost died.
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But since he was with
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because Lou Thomas and I had been friends for many years.

Subsequently, he is younger than I.

the navy and I was with the army, the army lived in a very

primitive way. There were no sheets. There were no covers

for the pillows that were issued to you. You just had a

rough, khaki blanket. And the pillows were mildewed.

Everything was mildewed. Awful. But with Thomas being in

the navy, he to&k me down to the seabees for a good meal,

cold beer, steak and beer. And we got some sheets. Because

the seabees and the navy always live well, you see, they had

the supply ships.

Actually, on my way back, I had gone to the Philippines

before I came back to Okinawa to see what was going on there

because there were a number of problems with encephalitis

and polio and incidentally, I subsequently proved that there

~. We didn't know about it. Although, some of the things

was also some encephalitis on the Philippines from Japanese

that they call encephalitis was actually ~~ polio
M.tlVltf\,~'

because they had quite an epidemic on Lusan during the invasion

part of the invasion.

Q What a difficulty doctors must have had in making

diagnoses of these unknown fevers dengue, polio,

A Well there were types of encephalitis flying or

aseptic meningitis on Okinawa that I was studying when I couldn't

isolate any agent or find what it was. And subsequently it was
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time, and later, which, it doesn't kill anybody. It gives

proved to be lept~ spiral, from the specimens that I had

isolated. That was occuring on Okinawa at about the same

a mild illness, but when you see it--one of the confusing

things in the Philippines at about that time was that they

were making diagnoses right and left of Guillan Barre

syndrome because they had many paralyzed soldiers from the

operation at LU5~n during the landings. But they would get

the men to Manilla oh, ten to fourteen days after the

acute onset, and they would do a lumbar puncture and they

would find no cells, no increase of protein, and they would

make a diagnosis of that. I mean, if they had been--if

there had been good clinicians there, they would know that when

you examine the cerebral spinal fluid two weeks after onset of

But the big problem in the Philippines really was--

paralytic polio you are very likely not to find any cells.

At any rate, that became another problem later on--the polio

problem.

and one of the things I also had to deal with there

with the preventive medicine command in Manilla. This was,

still we knew alright, the atomic bomb had been dropped and

the vaccine, even before when many troops were being

transferred from Europe to the Philippines. Not those--

you see there were two kinds of troops in the war. There
~~/(

are those who came up from the beginning and boy they had--

Q I am missing things that you are saying some--
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A They had been seeded with dengue. Those that came up

and invaded the Philippines you see from the South Pacific,

they had been seeded with dengue. But there was great concern

that the troops that were coming in now from the European

theater to supplement the others, they were coming into dengue

areas because after all, the Philippines where the classic

studies on dengue were carried out by Simmons and by others.
dengue

And, I had also prepared n~ vaccine, you see.

Q I know.

A And so the question was well you know, what do we do.

Are we going to use the dengue vaccine. Will it be a problem,

and these were some of the considerations that we couldn't be

sure about. A~d then _of course the war came to an end, and

it was obvious that there wouldn't be separate stagings in

the Philippines so that the flow of personnel from the
to

European theater ~ the Philippines was actually stopped.

And really despite dengue and about Dr. Rivers before.

He was very cooperative. And on my way back, before

I left, I sent all the specimens that I collected or material

that I collected to be It~halized and sophisticated--by his

sophisticated laboratory on Guam. And he was certainly very

cooperative and then I stopped over and I remember Dick s4hope

coming to pick me up at the air port. It was again late at

night, and in the morning, Rivers came in. I don't remember

whether he was already a commodore then or not. But it was a

very nice reunion with old friends on Guam before I went on,
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and then stopped off in Hawaii to report again to the commanding

officer of the total pacific area. And finally from Hawaii went

It was on Hawaii that I had my '45 stolen. I got

back to the united States.

permi~ion from the army to take it home with me, as a

souvenir, not so much for me but my wife was brought up on a

farm in Illinois and she was very handy with guns, and she

wanted me to bring it back. Well, I was dirty and filthy by

the time I landed in Hawaii. We stopped on different af~5

now. And one of the first things I wanted to

do was take a shower. And I hung my belt with the gun in it

while I was showering. When I came out, it was stolen, and

I never--.
Then I stopped off in San Francisco. I shall never

~~ how I left--what happened on my return to Washington.

I came back September 16. The war was already over. Washington

was on a five day week. Nobody had to rise on a Saturday.
s..rr.w.~

But Dave Ba~nlJoneS, this was one of the warm relationships

that developed during the war, he was up waiting for me. He

had a special car out to pick me up. He was sitting in the

office in the early hours of the morning waiting for me from

San Francisco. We got there about five or six o'clock in the

morming. I think it was five o'clock in the morning. And he

had--there was nobody else--it was Saturday. Nobody else in

the surgeon general's office. And he had prepared a room, a

nice bed, and he §aid, "Now, Albert, you go to sleep now you
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had a long flight from San Francisco. And I'll come" his

wife Mrs. Bafnt..Jonesand I "will come and pick you up, take

you to the navy club, army navy club for dinner, and then we

will put you on an over night train to Cincinnati." It was

a wonderful relationship because during some of the difficult

periods I used to write hand written reports to B~neJOnes

and he obviously would sit up nights and I would receive with

his own handwriting small clear handwriting, long letters

but really a wonderful relationship with a man.

Q Dr. Sabin, this doesn't have anything to do with the--

what we are talking about. But just recently, a biography

has come out of B'1-~..JonesI ancestor Joseph Jones who was the

surgeon general of the confederate army.

A I didn't know that. I knew he was a southerner.

Q And you know, there was a book published last year

called Children of Pride.

A Yes.

Q Which is the story of the Jones family in the south

before the Civil War and after the Civil War. So you might

like to look at these. I have copies of these. I will get

them to you.

A Really, this is some interest to me. It is that after

the War was over. Of course Ba~~JOnes continued very active

in the army. And he had a home on Massachusetts Avenue, right

near the circle where the statue of Sherman can be seen.

- ------------ - - ---------------------
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And, on horse, you can see it in the back. And I used to visit

Ba~~JOnes. And now I can understand his reactions and he would

look at Sherman you see, and say, "That horse's ass."

Q It was worth the reminiscence.

A Nevertheless, you see, it is an interesting side light

which I appreciated more now that I lived a year in Charleston

South Carolina. It has nothing to do with the most devoted

patriotism, and dedication. But it is a residue that remains,

and with that past, you see, I can see how he would react to

General Sherman's statue near his house.

Q I wonder, before we leave Japanese encephalitis for a
~d-e( oe-v.rS-w'"

little bit, whether you remember anything of .~

socially in this early period thatyou--.

A Well there is a very interesting little anecdote

connected with this because in May, 1944, when I told you

that everyone around, we were having meetings, and I was

working in Princeton at the time, because I had the research

unit on dengue and so on, at Trenton. And S~ope was with the

navy at that time. He hadn't--they hadn't yet moved to Guam.

Because Shope was

when smorade~'

Union from the Rockefeller Foundation sponsored them, gave a

with Tom Rivers in the field there. And
SvIlNtVl'

.and SovTcrf were about to return to the Soviet

dinner for them and invited all the people with whom they had

any sort of contact at all during their visit. And it was a

very very sort of formal dry dinner, it was over by about
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l./ SfJf~~
ten thirty, and we asked Smorad~se~ and Solviof whether, during

the period of their visit to the United States they had ever

been to a night club. They were leaving the next day. They

said night club? No. Night club? What are you talking about?

Oh, I said, you can't leave yet. So we got together
1,1 f'wa little group, and we all went to a night club. And Smoradlnsif

who plays the piano--he has a very interesting history--he is
\.M-- )-N-eL ~~

the son of a Czarist general although he,was &isg~ced as a
Communinist party (?)

very interesting person aside from his other qualities. He

almost went up to play the piano. Then we went from one place

to another. At any rate, it was almost four o'clock before

the party was over. There was no train for Dick Shope and me

to take to Princeton until about seven in the morning. So
{" ~~\.W'

both smoraden~~and SeviQf said, look, we have a suite, till

tomorrow there is a hotel nearby, you come and stay in our

suite until you can catbh the train to Princeton tomorrow
t..ve.

mornlling. So we come in there. And they insisted that _they

use the bedroom, and they will sleep on the sofa. We go

into the bedroom. And we see reprints, literally piled from
~

the floor to the ceiling. And Soliof who is quite a different

species than smoradentit, saw my amazed look in my eyes and

in Dick S~hope's eyes. He says, "Yes, I know you--you are

a little amazed to see so many reprints." Well, Smoradci..n'ef

makes an extraordinary habit wherever we went, he would say,

"And could I please have all your reprints." As a matter of
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fact, he says only yesterday afternoon we went out for lunch,

and he had a very good lunch. Smoraden~e~ called over the

waiter to tell him how much he appreciated the service and

everything else. And he ended up by saying, "And by the way,

could I please all have your reprints."

Q Oh, that's--

Then of course I didn't see Smoraden'e~again, untilA

this is 1944. until 12 years later when he came with a special

mission about polio vaccines to the United States and then came

to Cincinnati, and then we established a working relationship.

Q Dr. Sabin, as I look at the activity that goes on--

you were in Princeton throughout '44 and '45.

A Part of 145.

Q Part of '45. You go to Okinawa. You come back in

September, early--

A 16th.
Q September 16, 145, and before you can catch your breath,

you are off on another mission to Panama. Do you remember how

that mission began?

A Well, it began in the desire of General Simmons who was

chief of preventive medicine in the surgeon general's office to

see that I had a little vacation. After three years of hard

work, I had been awarded a Legion of Merit. I mean, certainly

the personal relationships between my commanding generals and

myself had been the best. And he really wanted me to have a

vacation. And he said, it's now--the weather's terrible here
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in Cincinnati in January. It is awful. I was still in the.
service. I wasn't separated until later. He said, I would

out of town.
like to sent you rrf. But I canlt sent you without some orders.

I can't say, here you go on a vacation to Panama. So he says

I am going to give you orders. You make a study of the fevers

of unknown origin in Panama, and your headquarters will be
~.r<.4>in town. Actually, I think I went out and the ~ was that

I was just separated from the service in January and so on.

And I went as a civilian now, because I remained a consultant
~~for the generalis office. But when I got to Panama. It was

beautiful. My compulsive nature and my interest in fevers of

unknown origin immediately started me off on a study of the

fevers of unknown origin which had occured in the armed forces

and people in Panama. Out of it came some very interesting

findings. One of them was that something that went down in

the records as one of the most unusual epidemics of measles

probably in recorded medical history as having effected a total

population of the city of Panama, of all ages. From the small

children to the oldest people--like with 80 to 90% of the

population was diagnosed as measles. And why was it diagnosed

as measles, I of course, you had the aiedes egypti eradication

campaign. It couldn't be anything else.

The whole point was that it was dengue. And it was

dengue that was imported by laborers who were brought in from

the Caribbean islands where dengue is endemic and it just

I

I

L
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spread like a typical dengue epidemic, like wildfire because
~"'~with all the work they did the aedles egypti was not under

adequate control. They were thinking mostly of the level of

yellow fever. But at any rate, it was not under adequate

control. It spread very, very widely. And my reports then

set the record straight. We also got some specimens.

And then there were a number of other interesting

things that turned out from these studies. I used the ~

Memorial Hospital as my base of operations. And again,

enriched my total experience in epidemiology/~ infectious

diseases. And.va Lso in life because of the way life was in

Panama was quite different.

There is an anecdote connected with this.

Memorial Hospital is way up on a hill and my hotel, I forget
Wt.<A

the name of it now. ~ way down, and you have to take a

tortuous path, and one evening it was already at sundown,

and I thought I would take a short cut down the hill to the

hotel. And this was around the nurses' home. Apparently, I

tripped something which was precipitous. And, whether I broke

something in my ankle or sprained my ankle, I couldn't walk.

I crept on all fours to the hotel. And then called the

~ (?) i'~bJ' Memorial Hospital for a--I needed an

orthopedic surgeon. And after a little while, lying there

in misery, he came, the chief of orthopedic surgery at the

~Memorial Hospital. And it turned out to be a classmate
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of mine s . .Co Lone L. ~Vindburn. "Well, what have you been up to,"

says he. So I told him the straight story. "That's a very

nice story. I NoW, where roundabouts the nurses' home did it

happen?" "Well, he said, never mind we have to get you in the

hospital to make X-rays and be sure." I had a nice bed in

the hospital, and he spread the story that I was caught in
<::t/tRe nurses' room and jumped out the window. Well, after that,

I don't know whether I was more popular, in that kind of

society.
Q But it is very interesting. Simmons apparently had

had a tour of duty as a young army medical officer in Panama

and I found notes from him to you to look up records at

Ft. Davis because he was sure there was a dengue epidemic

that no one had recorded but he had remembered it. But there
cJv

is nothing in the record to suggest that this as part of a

vacation.
A Oh, but the other thing now you see, that I forgot

which is extraordinarily interesting relations with General

Simmons who is chief of the army institute for research

assigned to the research institute there--early ideas. And

he had made a very extensive study of dengue fevers using

human volunteers, and he wrote a monograph which was really

one of my bibles during the years preceding my going to

Okinawa and the Philippines when I worked on dengue.

Well, when I arrived in Manila on the last part of

August on the other mission, Manila was still just completely
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ruined. There were very few buildings left because the Japanese

before they departed, quite aside from the battles that occured,

they blew up and burned everything before they left. And I was

taken to see the institute of science in which Simmons had
taking

worked. I was taken in the library. And it is extraordinary

I mean, I had come to know the Japanese people. It just goes

to show when you allow one section of the population to run

wild,.··the things they do. And there it was quite obvious that

the books were just pulled down from the shelves in piles and

put on fire. And there was still the ashes when I came there.

And, as I was poking through the ashes, I found only a partly

burned book--the covers but most of the thing was still intact.

And what was it. It was the monograph of Steve Simmons' on

dengue.

Well, naturally I picked it up and I brought it to him

as a memento with the burned parts. It was one of his really

treasured mementoes.

Q Was Simler still alive during during world? Sihler

S I H L E R.

A No. He was already I think not alive, even immediately

after Pearl Harbor, to the best of my knowledge no. Because

otherwise I know I would have met him one way or another. So

he was already--because he preceded Simmons in the fundamental

work also.

Q Now, almost when you--you come back from, in February

of 1946 and you are almost immediately met by Jones who doesn't
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ask you outright but suggests and hopes and prays that you will

accept yet another task and this is to make a trip to Japan

to set up a laboratory to study Japanese encephalitis in Japan.
J

Do you remember going on that trip?

A Well I remember. How could one forget'something like

that? Yes. There was a specific objective to ~mission

because the numbers of military and civilian personnel that

had moved into Japan between the signing--the end of the war

and the occupation was tremendous. There were hundreds of

thousands, and there were also people in the areas of Okinawa,

Korea and so on. And Japanese encephalitis of course with the

experience of Okinawa that we had, was still an unsolved

problem and a potential threat.
lkt.-v. '

The decision had ~ made

that all American personnel in the area where Japanese

encephalitis may be present, should be vaccinated with the

vaccine mouse brain vaccine. This still, by that time, although

work was going on with chick embryoes, there were all sorts of

kinks in it so it couldn't be used. And, there were two

purposes.

One was to be there and have an experienced team

because I was not only to go myself. I was to have an

experienced team associated with me. Or at least partly

the experienced and partly supplementary to first of all

follow up what happened in the Americans. And secondly, to

work with Japanese virologists who had also been working of
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course for years on Japanese encephalitis. Not so many years

actually, because this was '46, and they didn't really become

involved until about twelve years before. And so, and the

work was interrupted by the war. But there were many publications
lltJ"

on Japanese encephalitis by Japanese investigators wfte were

way out. They were hard to believe.

So there was a double objective. First, study more

about the epidemiology of encephalitis. Check on some of the

reports that the Japanese virologists submit. And if possible,

set up a controlled study in areas of Japan on civilian

population with some of the same vaccine that was being used

So, this required again a very major kind of an

on the several hundred thousand Americans, and then follow

what happened subsequently during the encephalitis season to

see if you can get a real indication as to whether or not

and to what extent the vaccine was protective. And if so,

to go into production and provide protection also for the

Japanese total Japanese total population.

operation because we had to set up to be able to identify
otL~Q..~

the cause of various central nervous system's illness (?)
4«>"fYr~because this w~ labeled. And we had to set up a

system where every suspect case of central nervous system

disease would be reported to the main headquarters. Then I

would follow them all and throughout the system of getting

specimens on them. And that we would have a laboratory also

to carry out serologic surveys; insect surveys; all sorts of
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things being in the epidemiology. Set up the vaccination trial
\J\A

~ the Japanese population. And, together with that also when

time permitted to learn as much as possible about the

extraordinary dengue epidemics that took place in Japan during

World War II. To get some of the strains of virus the Japanese

iB~estigators reported as dengue. And to study them. And that

had actually begun before I went there. So there were many

missions.

Now, I had with me, working with me at the Rockefeller

Institute at Princeton, and then when we moved from there to

Cincinnati, Walter schles~inger who had also worked with the

Rockefeller Institute, who came as a refugee. His parents

left Germany and he went to Switzerland, and he was born in
~

Hamburg. He had studied with Professor ~ in Switzerland

and then came to the united S~ates. At any rate, around '41,.
'42 thereabouts, he landed in Oletsky's laboratory and finally

when he had to enter the army, I asked for him. And he was

commissioned a captain and he came to work with me. And he

worked with me at Princeton. And I asked--you see, I was

then already a civilian. But he was still doing duty because

he had come in late, so I asked to have Capaain Schles¥inger

come with me. And also, when we arrived in Japan, I had six

army officers--medical officers attached to me so I could

make up an epidemiologic team, a vaccination control team

to work with the Japanese, teams who would go out to various
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hospitals to see patients. It was a big organization. In

addition to that, I invited some Japanese virologists,

entomologists and we made up really wuite a nice team. We

had American entomologists, mosquito control man, this became

quite a deal.

Oh, when I arrived in Japan, there wasn't much place in

which to work, facilities. There wasn1t--. What subsequently

became the big general medical laboratory was really built

the commanding officer,of this, began to help. I had temporary

around this unit. And Colonel Tigert who subsequently became

headquarters set up, ~ where General MacArthur had his main

headquarters in Tokyo, the chief of preventive medicine, at

that time, General Sams was a man whom I knew. He was in
t>\.t.,JJW\J ~

Cairo. He was a t~lllen:dous fi-r-st officer. And we got off

the ground. We bui]f a laboratory. Everything went along.

We went out in the field. It was a tremendously interesting

operation. We learned a great deal. As it turned out, that

particular year there was not a single case of central nervous

system disease that we could confirm. Neither in the military

or in civilians as being Japane~~ePhalitis. It was an

off year. It was an off year. And it was for this reason

I

I

L

you see, that we learned a great deal about central nervous

system manifestations, all sorts of things, showing up, and

all sorts of things that also happened concurrently within

summer in my notes, on Okinawa, in following up manifestations
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that happened among the 75,000 or so who received the two doses

of mouse brain vaccine three days apart, I insisted on this

three days apart. There was a soldier who some time after the

vaccine came out with manifestations of sensory--suggested

neuritis--it was in the leg. I don't remember whether it was

a foot drop or a wrist drop. Somewhere in my notes I can

find it. And we couldn't say absolutely that it didn't have

anything to do. But then as it turned out, that he finally

got colic and brightest, which knocked out the prize (?)

You pick up all sorts of things. You giveaa~dr~Nk of wa~er

to 100,000 peopae and then follow them for a number of weeks,

and you pick up all sorts of things. But it was an extraordinary

experience. I went up and down in Japan because the main

center was in Okayama area.

Q That's on the inland sea.

A Yes. I developed very excellent relations with a

number of Japanese colleagues who worked on Japanese encephalitis

for a number of years. Some of them became involved in the

vaccination. I forget how many tens of thousands were

vaccinated. Actually we had to have the police because they

came in droves. They all wanted to be vaccinated. The only

way really we had a control book was because we didn't have

enough vaccine. Some were vaccinated and some were not. But

it was not a very good control group, but it didn't matter.

Nothing happened anyway. But you haJvno idea all of the things
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that happened in this population. And more things happened in

the unvaccinated controls that we were following at the same
~~f,\~~~~

time. When you vaccinated one, you get sera--they are

accidents. You get all sorts of things that come up. And we

had to sort all this out. It was a very, very hectic year.
collected

But also, I - a tremendous number of sera from different

animal species which we then tested and it became evident that

there is no off year in Japanese encephalitis. It's only an

off year for human beings. But it is being spread among various

animals like pigs and cows and others all through--all the time.

This is every year.

You had little pigs let's say that were born at a certain~

of year, and you knew that they were being infected. They could

only have been infected that summer. And then we also studied--

so all of these specimens and also arthropods we collected

mosquitoes because we developed very excellent relations with

a wonderful Japanese--he was Lieutenant commander in the

Japanese navy. And we set up trapping stations. We were able

to trap mosquitoes every ways.

Q There had been one Japanese Mitamoro, who--

A Motsimoto worked in the laboratory with me. I am

sorry. I donlt know the name.

Q You know, there was a very interesting report of

Japanese encephalitis which had been prepared I guess toward

the end of 1945 by a doctor Molton. Or Molton.

L- . _
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A Yes. He was in as a sort of medical intelligence

office.
Q When John Paul got that report, he became very concerned.

That was before you went out. John Paul and Bill H~onl had

gone out, and in a sense tried to set up the thing, and then you

came out, and I think the first report you sent back is that it

is not as large a problem as Molton had suggested. And, now,

were you impressed with the work of the Japanese scientists?

And I would like to focus here. Here mentioned be~ore about

Japanese work on dengue virus, and I know in particular you

did an examination of the studies of Professor I~hi on

dengue K which turned out to be something completely different.

Do you remember that incident?

A I don't know. I don't remember. Have we been through

the dengue business?
Q We have been--we sort of--before we ended last--

A Because I don't remember now how much of the dengue

story we covered.
Q Well, we have some of the dengue story.

A Well, this thing of course was important because there

were publications that claimed that dengue virus was isolated

directly in mice/eggs, and other things. And which, from our

experience--my experience in working with dengue from Hawaii,

from India, from the beginning and so, we knew not to be--

it would be almost impossible unless there were different

strains. Well, when I was there in '46, I was able to get
I

I
I
I

I
----~
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the strains from them. And when we got back to the united States

and studied it, it turned out to be, if I remember coreectly

now, it was proved to be Rift valley fever (?)

A Now, the reason that there is a certain hesitation

is this. The Rift valley fever was a bacteriological warfare

virus. And the probability is that the attempts to isolate

dengue virus from hundreds of thousands of sera they had,
lM-UJf.4.~ t..J-hV<

was probably carried out in a laboratory. W~swe~to also

Rift valley fever was going on. Work on Rift valley fever,

and they picked up the virus, and very little--there were not
. . 1 <;~~s ~ d 11 h b" dcri. t.i.ca /"&:l:glIS. An a t ose pu Licat i ons turne out to be

of course, erroneous. And I think if I recall correctly now,

that it was Rft valley fever virus.

Q Yes. It was Rift valley fever.

A You looked it up didn't you.

Q And I found"it interesting because Rift valley fever

is almost a Rockefeller Institute disease in humans. The first

person to get Rift valley fever who died from it almost as an

occupational disease was a young Canadian named Sa~ington

who worked in Flexner's laboratory. And the thing that

plea~e~ me in the report was that you had neutralized the

virus with some serum from Tommy Francis who then also had

Ri~valley fever which he had picked up in the laboratories

at the the Institute.

A Yes.
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yourself. You come down with a~case

A Well, the point is that there is no Riprvalley fever

in Japan. So that we knew, as an incidental thing, they

were embarrassed because it obviously came out that they were

studying this, like we were in the united States, the various

Q You never published.

bacteriological warfare agents. And this was one of them.

I don't know that I ever published it.

A It is contained. It is contained in reports.

Q It is contained in reports and it is contained in

letters. And then to check yourself, there was one other

person who had Ri~valley fever, who caught it in Africa and

that was Smithburg, who worked in yellow fever labs.

Q There is no publication.

A I don't think I have a publication on it.

A Now, see the reasons for that was I did not wish to

Q Yes.

embarrass my Japanese colleagues.

A I didn't think it was terribly important to do that,

Q It then becomes a matter of importance because there

to put that in the record.

are any number of Japanese who begin to pUblish on dengue.

And there are really only two Japanese as far as I can see

who identify the virus correctly. And that is Kemura and

Rata. And I wondered whether you had any memory.
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A Well, subsequently. This was done subsequently. I got

to know Dr. Hata who is a very careful and reliable worker.

And in subsequent years I visited him. He visited me. And

of course, the situation became much better, after the war.

And also, there was no question that they had really, literally

hundreds of thousands of cases during periods, particularly

of bombardment of Japan when they would have barrels full of

water next to their wooden houses. They would catch on fire,

and they made perfect breeding places for the mosquitoes

that would transmit them. So the dengue problem was a serious

one.

The other thing that came out during that work. There

were many publications by Japanese scientists that they could
;1/

find the virus in the ova1mosquitoes and in certain other

arthropods and I knocked myself out collecting it. And I had

a personal bad experience when I came back with these

specimens to my laboratory in the United States.

I had to really break in a new staff because I had no

staff. And then suddenly, I never really knew where it came

from because I had no'other Japanese aee work in the lab.

Virus began to be isolated. Every specimen that I brought

back. Whether it was lice or mosquito specimen or a tick,

on everything. I practically went crazy. At first of

course, there was great excitement. until you began to

realize that it.smells. Something stinks. And I discovered
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that the new people I was breaking in did not follow very good

laboratory discipline. I hang over the sides. And I

subsequently published how you, how poor discipline, when a

mistake is committed once, and then the people continue to

work with poor discipline, you can isolate it from almost

everything. And I am sure that is what is happened in some

of the Russian laboratories. Some of the Japanese laboratories,

and then however, just to be certain. In 1947, new collections

were made, and the same things which turned out positive--

of course I didn't publish until the collections were made.

And under good rigid discipline.

See, one of the things that made me a very hard task

master for some of the people who worked with me, because I

experienced great pain because of poor discipline in my work.

I would catch somebody, even if it was a medical doctor, who

wanted to become a virologist, where he has just been grinding

up something and then I catch him expelling a little air from

the syringe with his fingers on the plunger. Well, at any

things can happen in the laboratory. But when everything

rate, I wrote up, and I published an article of how such

skepticism of the work that the Japanese had done with viruses.

was done carefully, you did not find the virus except there
w~ certain mosquitoes.

Q The thing that caught my interest in some of the
~correspondence, particularly that you had with.~ and

tCcv&~W
later with Dingel, and even CmItieyer was an extr.aordinary

---~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------------_......I
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You just didn't trust the publications. And the reason I

mentioned Molton before is that Molton's report is almost

ecstatic about the work.
A He was not in the position to have a certain feel

about the dengue work.
But to get back to this particular 1946 operation

mission to Japan, it of course involved not only Japan but

also Korea and China.

Q Yes.
A Now it so happened that during the last week of August

three cases of encephalitis. One of them fatal appeared.

among 1500 Americans stationed in an isolated camp near
r~

P~Ulllsafi in Korea. And there had been only one other case

of encephalitis that had occurred at the same time among the
~

approximately 50,000 Americans elsewhere in Korea. See, there

was already quite a force in 1946, in Korea. There were no

cases of encephalitis found in the native population. Well,

I was sent out there. I had some interesting experiences

flying over the mountains in the little planes that you

flew with one hand. But that's a side thing. At any rate,

the virus that was recovered from the brain of a fatal case,

this fatal case, by mouse inoculation was identified within

24 hours as--if you know this Japanese bee encephalitis--

by complement fixation tests. By that time we already

developed the technique for--we had sheep cells, although

we had trouble. We had one sheep in Tokyo that we bled

- - --------------------------------------
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because the red cells change when you do that.

At any rate, specific diagnosis of Japanese encephalitis

~ complement fixation was then made and three non-fatal

cases, again by complement fixation. And the first non-fatal

case, a sufficient increase in titer complement fixing antibodies

which meant diagnosis occurred very early, between four and

seven weeks after onset. The patient who died five days
from

after the appearance of the first symptoms and whose brain

the virus was recovered, had no complement fixing antibody In

the serum. This was shortly before his death--he had hardly

any neutralizing antibodies except those present in the serum~

So this was an experience, the first demonstration of

a very interesting situation. An isolated group from Americans

now, Kuson is over on the let me see. I always have to think.

When you are in a certain part of the globe, which way is west

and which way is east. At any rate, it was on the China sea.

And an air base was being built there. And really, I spent a

terrific amount of time with some of the officers that I had

to look for cases of civilian illness. There wasn't anything.

And, there you have a fatal case, ~nd three men dying just

there because it was a localized area. And of course when we

did--of course we bled animals, pigs and so forth, and there

was evidence that Japanese encephalitis was running on mad

among the animals. In Korea, cases only later did they begin
bee

to get the epidemics of Japanese encephalitis in civilian

- ----------------------------------------_ ...•
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population~ and I wondered, during all those years whether

there may have been a strain of Japanese ~ encephalitis
~~\~Wbeing ~ed ~ ~ had a very low pathogenicityvirus that was.~

~ths. The virulence may not have been the same. Then,

subsequently, there are other parts of Asia in which it became

apparent that the situation was different.from Japan. You

didn't get recurrent epidemics. And I am still--and then of

course we studied different strains for--by methods which

would not reveal differences in virulence for man. But one of

the convictions that I have now about all viruses and all

bacteria with perhaps a rare exception. I don't know whether

measles would be an exception or not. Is that there are

genetic variance among viruses and bacteria that are biologically
f!..L'

and antigenically identical. But they vary in virulence ~~

man. And this is one of the basic laws I think, was the very

basis of the development of the live virus in attenuated polio

vaccine. And I think that the new trend now to find whatever

understanding

of immunizing the porta~ of entr~ and also for
~ tlu·~J_rJpw.e--uJ

things that happen t~in areas where

possible ways

populations are brought in from allover the world and suddenly

you begin to get epidemics among infants and children who, in

their own rural areas, apparently were be~nfected, because

the adults were resistant, with strains that didn't cause anything,

and now you bring them in, you expose them to other strains and

they are very virulent strains. So I think this was a factor
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also with Japanese encephalitis there, and then, we come back
t~~from this, and suddenly something happens in ~, China,

where we had about 2,000 marines stationed,: battalion of

marines.

Five men--I don't remember the details now--the men

died. How many--but at any rate about 40 or 50 men were

admitted to the hospital and they thought it was Japanese

encephalitis. There was this story in Korea. So, I am

asked to

Q To go to China.

A To go to China. We get a plane, the Air Force, my

plane, and (slap of hands) go. And when Captain Schlessinger
-r,~)~

heard that I was asked to go to Kingsingh he says, "You must

take me with you." "Why?" He said, "My parents are in

Yinsingh. I haven't seen them since we left Germany." And

they were some of the people, who, instead of going to western

Europe or the united States, went to China. So of course I

took him along. And I will never forget this experience of
in

his reunion with his parents. He "),_came,of course, an

American uniform. And, that was an interesting experience

because it turned out they did not have encephalitis, but

they had polio.

Q They had polio.

A Where did they get that polio? Nobody in all of
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~tnsirtgh had any paralytic polio. There hadn't been any

paralytic polio there for years. Well, the ones that died

that they diagnosed as encephalitis when I studied it

clinically, then you can see pathologically. They had

bulbar polio. And the others had basically non-paralytic

polio working. And apparently it was epidemiologically

associated with the fact that a canal running through the
\~~

town into the sea in Y!nsingh had been filled up with human

feces to such an extent that they had to dredge it out and

so for some time on both sides of the canal, the place was

full of mud and feces. And the flies were allover the place.

And when I went into the dining rooms that they used by the

marines, even though they had screened windows and screened

doors, they were open most of the time. I could almost see

the flies landing on the feces-laden stuff in the canal
~nearby because the ~ huts were all nearby.

And just flying over and landing on the food that they were

eating. We brought back some specimens with us and established

that it was polio. But we also brought back some specimens

that we obtained from Chinese personnel, which we then

tested not only for polio antibodies to show that there

wasn1t any paralysis there, but they were getting infected

allover the place. But we also demonstrated that there was
{?

an apparent infection with Japanese ~ encephalitis. And

then I think somewhere in one of my reprints I have--ah, here

------ -- - ----------------------------
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we are. I see the paper. By Sabin, Schlessinger and Gin~

And Gingd~as an officer, medical officer who was assigned

to me, and he became actually a virologist working with us.

This is on clinically apparent and inapparent infection with
~ I~l.r~·

Japanese ~ encephalitis virus at Shanghai and YDlSingh.

We traced a few isolated cases and of course, the

serological studies showed that there was dissemination of

Japanese ~ encephalitis without producing much disease.

And I had the same question. Why was it disseminating so

extensively across the way in China, and 'that a rare case.
tv.O~

And my were there epidemics, and we don't know of them. Of

course I wasn't thinking the same way then as I am now.

But thinking about it now, I am more convinced than ever

that variations in pathogenicity for man accounts for many

such phenomenon, where you have no disease or little if any

in one place and they have epidemics in the other. And I am

sure that the same thing also accounts .for the fact that the

first real epidemic in England, polio epidemic, didn't occur

until 1947 and the same year in Berlin, and the first real

epidemics in the Soviet Union didn't begin until 1954, and

when you keep this in mind the pathogenic variance--virulence

variance--which we subsequently proved for polio by actual

tests.
Q Well, you know, there are a number of other things.

~~For example, you have a~egypti transmitting dengue fever
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and there is very little yellow fever transmitted. You have

the transmissable agent, and the agent that transmits the

fever, the virus.

A The vector, the virus.

Q The vector. And you don't have the virus.

A Well, if you don't have the virus you have a lot of

vector. And somebody comes in with it. That is why, you

see, there were isolated foci of outbreaks of yellow fever

in South America for some time because the virus survived in

the jungle and it was being transmitted--the chain kept going

in monkeys--and then people--

(ABRUPT) END OF TAPE


